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INVITE YOU TO ATTEND THE 12TH EDITION OF THE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE

"EXPLORATION, EDUCATION AND PROGRESS IN THE THIRD MILLENNIUM"

GALATI, ROMANIA, 7TH - 8TH MAY, 2020

CONFERENCE PURPOSE: The conference proposes an interdisciplinary approach of various themes in the field of social and human sciences, such as law, administrative sciences, regional studies, international relations, economics, psychology, sociology, theology and other interrelated domains.

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES: The conference intends to bring together researchers and professionals in the above mentioned fields. The conference’s coherence and originality will be ensured by the combination of two fundamental elements: on the one hand, special attention will be given to the classic aspects of the study of the social and human sciences, and, on the other hand, the classical perspective will be complemented by the a modern European and international approach of the topics under analysis.

SECTIONS: LAW; PUBLIC LAW; PRIVATE LAW; CRIMINAL SCIENCES;
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND REGIONAL STUDIES

PRACTICAL DETAILS ABOUT THE CONFERENCE
All necessary details about the conference can be found at: http://www.conference.fsjsp.ugal.ro/

Deadline for submitting the abstract is April 24th, 2020
FULL PAPERS should be submitted in Romanian, English or French until May 1st, 2020 and will be published only after peer-review and in accordance with their topic, in one of the following:
- In the collective volume of the conference, edited by a prestigious publishing house (papers submitted in English)
  The selected papers will be published in one the following:
  - In the Annals of “Dunarea de Jos” University of Galati. Legal Sciences. Fascicle XXVI, edited by Galați University Press (papers submitted in Romanian or English);
  - In the Public Administration and Regional Studies Journal, edited by Galați Univerisity Press – EBSCO, CEEOL and REPEC Indexed (for papers submitted in English or French).
    The workshops accepted languages are Romanian, French and English.

Please note that a participant may contribute a maximum of 2 papers (as sole author or co-author). The conference is an online one. The authors’ participation to the conference is not necessary under the present health environment.

Contact:
Contact person: Lecturer Mirela COSTACHE - E-mail: eepconference@ugal.ro
Postal address: Faculty of Legal, Social and Political Sciences, “Dunarea de Jos” University, Galați, 111 Domnească Street, tel/fax: +40.336.130.165, Romania

Organizing Committee:
Professor ANIȚEI Nadia Cerasela / Professor CIUCĂ Liviu-Bogdan / Professor FLOROIU Mihai / Professor IONESCU Romeo-Victor / Professor IVAN Gheorghe / Professor OPREA Răducan / Professor PUȘCASU Violeta / Professor TUDOR Florin /Associate Professor DĂGHIIE Nora Andreea / Associate Professor GALĂȚEANU Oana Elena / Associate Professor GAVRILĂ Simona Petrina / Associate Professor MIHĂILESCU Mădălina Elena / Associate Professor SCHIN George Cristian / Associate Professor ȘTEFĂNESCU Ana / Lecturer AGHENIȚĂ Mihaela / Lecturer BELDIMAN Camelia Mădălina / Lecturer BLEOANCA Alexandru / Lecturer BUZĂ Monica / Lecturer CORNEA Valentina / Lecturer COSTACHE Mirela Paula / Lecturer DĂGHIIE Dragoș Mihai / Lecturer JIRĂIANU Silviu / Lecturer MATIC Andreia Elena / Lecturer MIHĂILĂ Cosmin Răzvan / Lecturer MIRICĂ Ștefania Cristina / Lecturer PĂTRĂȘCU Gabriela Cristina / Lecturer POPEȘCU Gabriela Getty / Lecturer SLABU Elisabeta / Lecturer STANCU Adriana / Assistant NICLESCU Liliana